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ABSTRACT

Navigational service is one of the most essential dependency towards any transport system and at present, there are various revolutionary approaches that has contributed towards its improvement. This paper has reviewed the global positioning system (GPS) and computer vision based navigational system and found that there is a large gap between the actual demand of navigation and what currently exists. Therefore, the proposed study discusses about a novel framework of an autonomous navigation system that uses GPS as well as computer vision considering the case study of futuristic road traffic system. An analytical model is built up where the geo-referenced data from GPS is integrated with the signals captured from the visual sensors are considered to implement this concept. The simulated outcome of the study shows that proposed study offers enhanced accuracy as well as faster processing in contrast to existing approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION

Basically, a navigation system can be considered to be a sophisticated computing mechanism that facilitates in offering navigational services [1]. A typical navigation system consists of a geographic information in the form of a map that offers user friendly format of reading geographic data often in the form of text. They can also use various forms of sensor and other sources of information collected from different ways. At present, they are used for recommending suitable direction of the routes for the vehicles where the navigational device is installed. There are various forms of navigational system viz. deep space navigation, robotic mapping, inertial navigation system, surgical navigation system (used in medical sector), satellite navigation system, and automotive navigational system [2], [3]. Out of all the forms of navigational system, global positioning system (GPS) is the most adopted way among the global users. GPS uses a radio-navigation mechanism that offers information about the time and geo-location to the receiver of GPS from any point of the earth. There are various reasons for higher technical adoption of GPS as it is completely independent of any data to be fed by the user and it can operate on its own [4]. It does not have even a dependency of internet reception or any telephonic services to be functional although using these services offers more accuracy in navigation. A typical application of GPS based navigational services emphasizes on civilians, time-keeping, communication, and military applications [5]. However, there are certain issues associated with the GPS usage i.e.; i) it is not capable of monitoring condition of the vehicle or object where it resides as receiver, ii) it often encounters outage issues owing to signal attenuation, iii) it often encounters...
issues for deviation alters in real-time, and iv) information obtained from it are not precise always [6]. In this regard, there has been various research work being carried out to overcome these problems; however, the legacy problem remains the same more or less. Hence, GPS is often used in integration of the inertial navigation system [7]. However, there are still issues in all these on way around. Along with this consideration, it is required to also accept that modern day’s communication system in road traffic system is also undergoing revolution. The concepts of vehicular ad hoc network with integration of internet-of-things are now future of modern road traffic system [8]. In this system, an embedded device called as on-board units resides in the vehicle which communicates with the hotspot called as road-side unit on the road and it allows a distributed vehicular communication system. As on-board units are also connected with the infotainment system which has accessibility to GPS based navigational system, there is a fair chance that an autonomous and wireless navigational system can be designed which can actually control the navigation in much better way. Apart from this, there is already IP-based surveillance camera which is mounted on road. If this surveillance cameras are exchanged with cost effective visual sensors than a novel form of navigation system using computer vision. There is a good possibility that usage of computer vision can offer more precise information about the mobile object i.e., vehicle which can be integrated with GPS data to offer more accurate navigation system.

Therefore, the proposed system introduces a novel approach where computer vision and GPS mechanism is used for framing up a cost effective navigational system. The paper also highlights the approach and its complete operation with the help of three simple and efficient algorithms assisting in navigation. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 1 discusses about the existing navigational approaches concerning about GPS and computer vision, identified research problem, and followed by proposed solution. Section 2 discuss about proposed method, while research method is discussed in section 3. Section 3.1 discusses about the algorithm implementation. The analysis of the obtained results is discussed in Section 4, while the concluding remarks are highlighted in section 5.

The proposed solution our prior work has discussed about the existing approaches towards enhancing the performance of navigation system [9]. This section further updates about more length of work being carried out most recently in similar domain of research work. It has been noticed that GPS has been always a dominant contributor towards navigational system. The recent work carried out by Abosekeen et al. [10] has presented a model where azimuth angle is emphasized towards the precise routing process using a unique pre-processing operation as well as update-based operation towards received signal strength during the outage of the GPS data. Recent studies have also been carried out towards unmanned aerial vehicle system where both GPS as well as inertial navigation system (INS) has been used. The work carried out by Guo et al. [11] has used a unique model for identifying and isolating the counterfeited signal from the genuine version of the navigational signal. The work carried out by Li et al. [12] have used extended Kalman filter using both GPS as well INS with an idea to control the artifacts present due to attitude error. The paper contributes towards parameterizing the attitude error. A joint implementation of GPS along with Doppler velocity log and INS as seen in work reported by Mostafa et al. [13] using a filter mechanism to control accuracies. The works of Steiner et al. [14] have investigated the usage of GPS in snow area which offers an influence. It also assists in isolating the signals inflicted with interference. The work carried out by Wang et al. [15] have used neural network for the purpose of developing a model that can solve the outage issues in GPS/INS system. Nearly similar problem has also been addressed by Zhang et al. [16]; however, the authors have used a filtering approach as well as neural network with short term memory approach in order to offer information when there is an outage of GPS information. Li et al. [17] have carried out another similar form of study where the joint usage of GPS and INS was used for navigation system with Kalman filter for higher degree of accuracy in navigation system in case of outage of GPS. The work carried out by Guo et al. [18] has presented a navigational model.

Apart from GPS-based approach, modern literatures are also found to use an off-the grid method for navigational system. In this approach, usage of computer vision has been witnessed. The work carried out by Dong et al. [19] has developed a navigation system on the basis of the information derived from the sensors inbuilt within a smart phone. This technique develops a three-dimensional navigational model for indoor area. The study is found to offer almost instantaneous localization of user with less error. Hardware-based experimentation using similar approach of navigation system using computer vision is witnessed in the work of Lentaris et al. [20]. The authors have used field programmable gate array (FPGA) with highly customized design where the outcome shows highly reduced errors. The work carried out by Manzanilla et al. [21] has also used computer vision for performing navigation of unmanned vehicle system. The authors have used Kalman filter for improving the estimation of the pose using the experimental model of robotics. There are various associated studies where computer vision has been used for navigation application [22]-[30]. Next, discusses about the identified research problems that has been not addressed yet.
The identified research problem has been explored after reviewing the existing approaches using GPS as well as computer vision approach. This section highlights the open end research problems associated with the navigational factor: i) there is no research work to consider the mechanism defects of device which executes INS system; ii) there are no such literatures using geo-referenced data for different format of non-GPS data; iii) existing methods offers restrictions as the scope of the algorithms are limited to only the presented scenario as well as dataset; iv) existing approaches of computer vision are actually not applicable in modern transportation system; and v) there is an absence of any standard navigational system either using GPS or using computer vision. Therefore, after reviewing the above mentioned open end research issues, the proposed system crafts a statement of problem as “it is challenging to develop a cost effective and efficient navigational system by joint implementation of GPS and computer vision”. Next, discusses about proposed solution and its methodologies adopted.

The primary idea of the proposed system is therefore to offer an integration of the computer vision as well as GPS data in order to carry out an effective navigation system. At present, there are many such trends observed where the navigation system is developed with an aid of different forms of imageries. Apart from this, traffic based real-time imageries offer highly informative data from various sensors as they can be captured from the much closed range in comparison to the GPS data. Hence, a better granularity in the traffic information can be obtained in this perspective.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed system is an extension of our prior implementation where GPS has been used for navigational system [31]. The present implementation is further an improved version where a novel system model is designed and developed for assisting in navigational system of modern day’s traffic. An analytical model is presented in proposed system which targets towards. After reviewing the existing approaches associated with the navigational system, it is found that GPS is very much an integral part of the mechanism. At the same time, it is essential to know that availability of the GPS data is not always guaranteed. Therefore, the proposed system has an inclusion of an additional data which is the visual signals captured from the visual sensor hosted in the specific traffic spots. Figure 1 shows an intersection of 4 lane which is equipped with visual sensors that are hosted on the road-side units. Considering that a smart vehicular network is running on the road which will mean that on-board unit of all the vehicles are connected with the road-side units and all the 4 road-side units are connected to a centralized traffic gateway at the end.

Figure 1. Proposed system

The study assumes that traffic-gateway system is responsible for three operations viz, i) accepting the data generated by the road-side units, ii) applying algorithm over the data to find out the number of vehicles running on each lane, their respective position, and their direction, and iii) transmitting back the outcome to the road-side units. The road-side units further forward the data to its vehicle within the range and they vehicle will be offered a new navigational scenario. The drivers can maneuver their vehicles with that information. Hence, in this perspective there are two things required to be adhered on viz, i) accuracy in
positioning and ii) faster relay of navigational filtered data. This approach towards navigation has never been adopted in past and hence it contributes towards a novel cost-effective navigational system for futuristic transport system. This algorithm further offers dual advantage viz. i) size of data reduces down further as features of signal are more reduced in size compared to original signal, ii) it offers more precise information which can narrow down the search for better navigational yield. The final algorithm is responsible for further tracking all the objects that performs mobility. This algorithm offers following advantage viz, i) it can perform tracking over the streaming data and hence resultant is almost instantaneous, ii) it can track down all the objects present in the scene while static or mobile, and iii) it can offer precise count of the vehicles present on the scene to offer better insight in decision making. Hence, the proposed algorithm has no such inclusion of any process which is sophisticated, time-consuming, and iterative. Therefore, a cost effective solution towards navigational system by combining GPS and computer vision is presented.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

Basically, the proposed system also makes use geo-referencing process which is basically a mechanism of tagging ground coordinate system of the moving objects. Different geographic regions have mounted with the road-side units, which consist of visual sensors, information about mobile vehicles, and route information stored in its memory system. All this information is subjected to aggregation and is then forwarded to the traffic gateway system. After this information is collected, the next step will be to apply an algorithm to this set of traffic information. Considering a case where the road-side units are using cloud-based services to upload the information to traffic gateway, the applicability of proposed system will look more practical. As this stream of information is quite high in number, therefore, the first task of the proposed system will be to minimize the original dimensionality of this information. This is because the outcome of the algorithm processing is basically a direction navigational information based on which the topology of the movement of the vehicle will be amended based on wish of the driver. Hence, this information should travel the network in faster rate and hence the first algorithm will assist to overcome this problem. The filtered outcome of the first algorithm is then subjected to the second algorithm which is responsible for extracting significant features from the dimensionally reduced traffic data in prior step.

3.1. Algorithm implementation

This section discusses about the algorithm that has been implemented towards achieving the goal of the proposed system.

3.1.1. Algorithm for extracting dimensionally reduced signal

Prior to discussion of this algorithm, it is require stating that this algorithm works on the assumption that there are visual sensors that are grounded on various traffic position. The signals that are captured from the visual sensors at a specific interval rate is forwarded to a traffic gateway system which runs the proposed algorithm. It will be mean that the proposed algorithm is implemented over the traffic data obtained in traffic gateway system. The traffic data eventually grows over progress of time and hence becomes massive challenging to be processed. In order to perform an effective decision for navigational system, it is required that data should be crisp and non-redundant that will offer accurate and faster decision making of an effective route exploration. The study considers that these signals generated by the visual sensors are tagged with GPS-based information as a part of geo-referencing. For this reason, the signal becomes quite heavy and it is required to minimize the dimension of the signal before processing. Therefore, the prime purpose of this algorithm is extract, process, and reduce the obtained traffic signal in order to make it suitable for further processing. The algorithm takes the input of the visual sensor data \( d \) from the traffic gateway system and extracts information associated with number of traffic \( T_s \) and position of traffic \( T_p \) (Line-1). This information \((T_s \ T_p)\) is termed as geo-referenced metadata. A traffic object of location \( T_{loc} \) is constructed after reading this metadata (Line-3). In similar fashion, the algorithm extracts information associated with streamed data from the gateway using \( T_{pi} \) and \( T_{pi} \) and constructs a location object \( T_{loc} \) (Line-4). The algorithm performs certain property fine tuning by signifying the range of the test signal \( test\_signal \) obtained from \( T_{loc} \) considering specific number of signal \( n_{signal} \) (Line-6). For quantization of signal, the algorithm considers test signal \( T_{signal} \) (Line-7) and carry out further computation process. A signal \( sig \) is obtained after reading the digitized signal extracted from \( T_{loc} \) (Line-8) and then it is further subjected to a resizing function \( f(x) \) for signal \( sig \); obtained from prior step (Line-9). Apart from this, the function \( f(x) \) also carries out size control and therefore the obtained signal is reduced in its size. Finally, the obtained signal with respect to streamed data of traffic \( T_{loc} \) is overwritten on top of reduced signal of traffic \( sig \) (Line-10). The processing of this algorithm finally results in output signal \( o_{sig} \) (Line-10) which is dimensionally reduced in size. To highlights the process flow of the proposed algorithm. The steps of algorithm are:
Algorithm for extracting dimensionally reduced signal

Input: d (visual sensor data)  
Output: O_{sig} (output signal)

Start
1. For i=1: d  
2. [T_i,T_j]=obtain(i)  
3. Tloc=T_i,T_j  
4. l_{obj} \rightarrow read (T_{loc})  
5. l_{obj} \rightarrow read (T_{loc}) | T_{loc} \rightarrow f(i)  
6. test signal= T_{loc} (n_{signal})  
7. For j=1: t_{obj}  
8. Sig:=read(T_{loc}, j)  
9. Sig:= f(sig1)  
10. O_{sig} \rightarrow (T_{loc}, sig)  
11. End  
12. End

End

The contributions of this algorithm are: i) it assists in dimensional reduction which is network friendly for transmission, ii) it initiates a proper indexing mechanism with respect to number of vehicles and respective location of them, and iii) it is free from any ambiguous processing as all information are maintained in form of matrix.

3.1.2. Algorithm for traffic feature extraction

After the output signal, which is dimensionally reduced, is obtained, the next step is to extract highly informative contents from it. However, owing to streaming nature of the geo-referenced traffic signal, it is challenging to extract unique information out of it. Therefore, the proposed system carries out the extraction of significant feature from the location object information so that navigational decision can be carried out over highly refined data in the form of features. Conventionally, the size of feature is very much less compared to the original traffic data considered. Therefore, the prime responsibility of this algorithm is to perform extraction of significant traffic related information. The steps of the algorithm are as follows:

Algorithm for traffic feature extraction

Input: O_{sig} (prior output signal), T_{loc} (traffic location), n_{signal} (number of signal)  
Output: sig_coeff (signal coefficient)

Start
1. t_{sig} \rightarrow t_{loc} (n_{signal})  
2. For j=1: t_{sig}  
3. sig:=read(T_{loc}, j)  
4. sig_coeff:=f(sig, \phi)  
5. End

End

The algorithm takes the input of priory output signal O_{sig} from this similar number T_{sig} and position T_{p2} information are constructs a new location object T_{loc2} followed by construction of a signal structure n_{signal} consisting of number of signals, dimension of traffic signal. Initially, the algorithm obtains a test signal t_{sig} from n_{signal} mapped with traffic location object t_{loc} (Line-1). Considering all the test signal t_{sig} (Line-2), the algorithm obtains signal with respect to location object T_{loc} (Line-3) followed by extraction of signal coefficient (Line-4). The algorithm implements a special function \phi which is responsible for carrying out explicit operation where the dominant signal information in the signal distribution data is obtained. A specific thresholding is carried out to extract the dominant signal data. The information carried out by the visual sensor data are therefore filtered to higher degree and only explicit features are obtained in the form of signal coefficient (Line-4). A function f(x) is constructed for this purpose where the location object T_{loc2} is overwritten on top of signal obtained in prior step sig (Line-4) as an outcome. To highlights the process flow for similar algorithmic steps. The contribution of this algorithms are: i) this algorithm further contributes to size reduction where the data are now replaced to signal coefficient (i.e. feature); ii) the accuracy is vehicle identification with respect to number and position is further enhanced in the form of interactive block of operation between the extraction of feature and construction of new object; iii) the algorithm also contributes towards lowering memory dependency and controlling of time consumption in traffic stream.

3.1.3. Algorithm for mobile object tracking

In traffic system, vehicle is considered as a mobile object and proposed system aims for exploiting the geo-referenced sensory data for making a decision. This decision should eventually lead to a precise identification of an alternative route in autonomous navigation system. The idea leads to precise tracking of all the vehicle leading to better decision. The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Algorithm for mobile object tracking
Input: T_{loc}/T_{loc1} (location object)  
Output: r_{sig} (refined signal)  
Start  
1. obtain T_{loc} and T_{loc1}  
2. T_{loc} \rightarrow read(T_{loc1}) File-3  
3. For j=1: t_{sig}  
4. If (j>n)  
5. For k=1: s_{dim}  
6. If sig1(k)>{\beta}(k)  
7. \beta (k)= \beta (k)+1  
8. Else  
9. \beta (k)= \beta (k)-1  
10. End  
11. End  
12. r_{sig}=g(sig1- \beta)  
13. Else  
14. r_{sig}=g(\beta 1/k)  
15. End  
End

The core idea of this algorithm is to process it using inputs of location objects obtained in prior steps in order to yield an outcome of refined signal. The proposed system initially takes location object of T_{loc} and T_{loc1} which is followed by further extraction of another location object T_{loc2} obtained from T_{loc1} itself (Line-1 and Line-2). For all the considered test signal t_{sig} (Line-3) as well considering all the dimension of signal s_{dim} (Line-5), the algorithm applies a first logical condition where signal sig1 is compared with contextual matrix \beta (Line-6). Basically, \beta is a two dimensional matrix and is constructed over same size equivalent to dimensional information of the signal. The signal sig1 is basically dimensionally reduced version of digitized location object T_{loc}. The first logical condition (Line-6) leads to generation of values to be filled in contextual matrix \beta, which is equivalent to expression written in Line-7. Otherwise, it leads to different expression shown in Line-9. This yield of \beta is further finalized by applying precision function g(x) over value obtained by subtracting sig1 from contextual matrix \beta (Line-12). This leads to generation of refined signal value. However, this value is applicable for the condition j>n (Line-4) otherwise, the different value of the \beta given by the expression highlighted in Line-14 of algorithm using similar precision function g(x). The contributions of this algorithm are i) it offers a precise tracking of the mobile object from this refined signal, ii) it is flexible to include various logical condition as per the traffic scenario, and iii) it offers faster computation as the complete execution is done over traffic object and not the raw data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses about the outcome obtained from the evaluation of the proposed system. The implementation of the proposed model is carried out over traffic surveillance dataset.

4.1. Dataset used
The proposed system takes the input to the visuals captured from the sensors deployed in the traffic region which are also geo-referenced. For this purpose, it is essential to select such a dataset which is shot at specific location that can be easily captured from GPS. The proposed system makes use of publicly available dataset [32] where various signals are maintained in the form of video and they are also tagged programmatically with specific traffic location of GPS information. Following is the detailed information about the dataset.

The analysis has been carried out considering 5 different types of datasets. The first dataset is Sherbrooke which is characterized by 800x600 resolution of video while the analysis can be easily carried out for 30 frames per second for the event scene that is selected with 5 numbers of pedestrian and 15 vehicles. The interesting part of the scene is that it has 7 moving objects at same time. The second dataset considered is Rouen which has 1024x576 resolution of video. The assessment can be carried out for 25 frames per second considering 11 number of pedestrians, single motorcycle, and 4 moving vehicles and all of them are annotated. The third dataset is St-Marc which has better resolution of video as 1280x720. The scene consists of 30 frames per second with 19 numbers of pedestrian, 2 motorcycle, and 7 vehicles while 14 numbers of objects are found to simultaneously move. The fourth dataset is Jinhua city which is characterized by 1280x720 video resolutions. The uniqueness of this video is its presence of large number of vehicles compared to any other dataset in a much narrowed lane. Figure 2 (a)-(d) shows how an ambulance that runs at the middle of lane trying to cross it. All these videos are programmatically tagged with geo-referenced data from GPS and hence solve a better purpose of analysis.
4.2. Visual outcome of study

The direct visual signals that are captured are subjected to all the 3 algorithms to find that there are simultaneous computations of tracking all the vehicles on the field of event in dataset followed by different options of routes for the given scene in the form of numerical coordinates. The outcomes of visuals are quite distinct and can be easily evaluated with respect to alternative routes explored. It is assumed that these alternative routes coordinates are then forwarded to the vehicles with certain communication medium and the vehicles are anticipated to follow the new routes in their inbuilt navigation system. The visual outcomes are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Snapshots of the dataset used [32]; (a) Sherbrook, (b) Rouen, (c) St-Marc, and (d) Jinhua City

Figure 3. Visual outcomes of signal extracted from visual sensor

However, there are also possibilities of any form of disparity occurring between the images that are geo-referenced and the directional vector of an alternative route. For this purpose, the proposed system initially selected 25 different points over the moving vehicles in order to offer if the counting of the vehicles as well as their respective position matches for the given traffic scene. The deployed points are then subjected to MATLAB where they are superimposed on the top of the signal captured from visual sensors \( T_{loc} \) as well as they also superimpose the stream of the image which has GPS based location outcome \( T_{loc1} \). The system then explores the presence of any scene that corresponds to road or lane which are obtained after background subtraction using contextual matrix \( \beta \). The idea is basically to differentiate the vehicles and the route / lane so that better form of alternative path can be identified with respect to variable directions of vehicles. By doing this operation of superimposing the vehicles from the signal and the explored points, the system gives different forms of discrepancies with respect to the position. In such case, the fluctuation of the shift direction of a vehicle (whose directionality is undefined at specific instant of time), it is quite clear that proposed system will not be able to perform complete matching of an image directionality of a vehicle to the destination point on alternative routes. In order to prevent this problem, it is required to find out any such form of an error between all the directionality vectors. However, it should be also known that such kind of difference (or error/variation) is also on the basis of the user in order to find out correct alternative path and correct count of vehicles. It is required to be done as the proposed system offers navigational system on the basis of signals in the form of an image which has higher feasibility of inconsistencies as well as errors incorporated by the human itself. Although, it is feasible to perform recalibration of the signals obtained from traffic gateway about the image with respect to some standard, but it will be highly expensive aspect for majority of the user.

The proposed system makes use of World Geodetic system also known as WGS84 as a standard coordinate system that is used for geo-referencing over the receiver of GPS system. Proposed system does not intend to use any form of the mathematical approach of transformation as it would result in faulty outcome. Another reason is that GPS highlights the location variation for a single location for each consecutive date irrespective of any selection of the coordinate system. Therefore, adoption of any form of spatial shift operation in geo-referenced data could offer potential enhanced accuracy. Apart from this, it will...
also maintain a cost effective computational operation by significantly controlling any form of computational complexity. Hence, the proposed system offers finely-tuned location information which offers higher accuracy for a given instance of geographic region as well as exact time in that location. A manual assessment of 5 hours is carried out over this data iteratively to find out that it offers better location stability. A closer look in this outcome also shows that proposed system offers a user-friendly outcome when it comes to navigational support using both computation vision and GPS based information. The relay of the stream is also reduced in data size for which reason the proposed system also offers light-weight traffic data transmission over network where decision towards traffic-new routes can be almost instantaneously stated to be adopted and followed.

4.3. Numerical outcome of study

The numerical outcome of the proposed study is assessed with respect to two performance parameters i.e., i) accuracy and ii) mean processing time. The outcomes discussed over here are obtained after testing with all the 5 dataset and obtaining a mean value of them. Apart from this, the study outcome is compared extended Kalman filter, which is reported to be extensively used in existing system of navigational system.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that proposed system offers better positional accuracy in contrast to existing Kalman filter. The rationale of this outcome is basically extended Kalman filter can perform optimal estimation if there is a presence of non-linearity in the data obtained from scene. Therefore, there is no difference in operation in extended Kalman filter with its legacy version if there existing linear state transition model. The proposed system offers 95.21% of accuracy while existing system offers 82.368% of accuracy. This is not a case in majority of practical traffic application.

From Figure 5, it can be seen that proposed system offers highly reduced processing time in comparison to extended Kalman filter. Non-inclusion of any iterative operation and proper indexing of scene (vehicle) leads to faster yield of counting of vehicles, tracking them, and exploring alternative routes. However, extended Kalman filter offers highly iterative operation, which could lead to consumption of time. Proposed system takes only 0.0401 seconds while existing system takes 0.7498 seconds for processing.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel approach of navigation system where joint implementation of GPS and computer vision is used. An analytical model is designed for this purpose where the signals captured from visual sensors are used as an input. The study considered that these signals are geo-referenced using GPS data which are then forwarded autonomously from vehicle to traffic gateway system where the proposed algorithm is considered to be deployed. The algorithm performs sequential steps of operation in order to process the signal leading to outcome of instantaneous capturing of the traffic over the scene. The contribution of the proposed system are as follows: i) the proposed system is a computational model that can be applicable for any form of visually captured signals, ii) the algorithm is non-iterative and hence it is faster and progressive in its operation leading to cost effectivity, iii) the model is found to offer approximately 12% increment in accuracy compared to frequently implemented Kalman filter and ii) the model offers faster processing time where the improvement is found to be approximately 70% better than existing approach. The future work will be continued towards achieving further optimization-based approaches to offer more improvement considering new challenges.
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